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Editorials

Clinical Case Reports: Sources of boredom or
valuable pieces of evidence?

There are reasons for both the ebb and tide of interest in case reports in medicine.
Right now, we are experiencing a renewed interest in this inherent part of medicine.
In fact, the initiative of The National Medical Journal of India could not be timelier
(see p. 220).

What are the reasons for our love-hate relationship with clinical case reports and
clinical case reporting in medicine?

More than a century ago, the art of clinical case reporting was refined, particularly
in French medicine, at the time of Charcot at the Pitie-Salpetriere Hospital, Paris.
German medicine, as well as the Prague or Vienna schools had all adopted casuistics
as the recording and study of the cases of any disease' and the synthesis of refined
clinical observation. The subsequent attention of research in human biology,
pathology, pharmacology and epidemiology, as well as clinical epidemiology and
evidence-based medicine made us forget that any practical and research activity
starts at the bedside with a single patient or with index cases in community medicine
and public health.

Why are clinical case reports unpleasant to read at times? Because they are often
presented for more than one reason:

1. To share a new or otherwise relevant observation for the purpose of practice and
research. There are about nineteen reasons justifying a clinical case report;'

2. To entertain. Relieving a patient who swallowed a toothbrush adds not only some
flavour to the issue, but also draws attention to a hidden problem of bulimia in this
case;'

3. To show how clever the author is, who is on an obvious or hidden ego-trip;
4. To produce, as quickly as possible, a publication, any kind of publication, to

enhance the author's academic or professional standing.

We like clinical case reports for the former two reasons. The latter two discredit
this important part of medical research. To remedy the situation, editors of several
important periodicals have proposed better and more structured rules of good clinical
case reporting.v' Not much attention was paid to the subject in epidemiology
textbooks either," Similarly, we feel that the younger generations should learn the
methodology of clinical case reporting in the same way in which they learn medical
history taking or physical examination. Researchers know, perfectly well, how to
conceive a case-control study or run a double-blind randomized controlled clinical
trial, especially as we have given them the tools to do so. Should we not do the same
for clinical case reports if we do not want to unjustly blame the authors of badly
written ones? The writing of a good clinical case report is a learned experience like
anything else.

It is only logical that pleas for relevant clinical case reports appeared in the
literature." and the first 'how to' textbook is now available.' Needless to say, writing
such reports should become a part of the formal training of any young physician.
Workshops in continuing education programmes will also help. Such endeavours
will ease the task of medical editors.
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Good clinical case reports are based on a sound knowledge of the rules of
clinimetrics (observation, recording and interpretation of clinical and paraclinical
data) and clinical epidemiology. They are also a ubiquitous epitome of the uses of
qualitative research in medicine.

But what about evidence-based medicine (EBM)? Are clinical case reports a
contradiction of or a part of EBM? The latter is definitely true and here is why.

About ten years ago, the conceptualizers ofEBM gave us, at the beginning oftheir
Users' Guides to the Medical Literature series in the lAMA (1992), the concept of
EBM without a balanced attention to the definition, gradient and ,spectrum of the
evidence itself. Logically, and justly so, evidence was first sought, structured,
categorized and graded with respect to the domain of cause-effect relationships, be
it in clinical trials or observational analytical studies. However, we must see
'evidence' as any data or information whether solid or weak, obtained through
experience, .observational research or experimental work (trials), which is relevant
either to the understanding of the problem or the clinical decisions made about the
case.' Observation of disease occurrence in the community or adverse reactions in
case series is a piece of evidence, as is predictive value, sensitivity or specificity of
a diagnostic or screening test.

Well-structured clinical case reports, with clearly stated and justified objectives,
which bring expected answers or formulate hypotheses for further research or clinical
decisions, are only a starting point in the hierarchy of the evidence of causes. These
include a successful treatment or the toxic effect of a chemical. Elsewhere, they may
be the only and ultimate piece of evidence of a newly seen phenomenon or of a rare
event, in cases of otherwise inaccessible information, or a testimony of our otherwise
irreproducible mistakes and errors, unavoidable even for the most experienced of us.
It is evidence in its own right!

Publishing clinical case reports and learning from the experience obtained from
a single case or case series will serve to further improve our practice and research.
Moreover, more advanced research may be based on single cases, like n-of-l clinical
trials. Case series in aetiological research are used in 'case-control studies with no
controls', as proposed in genetic epidemiology. Sharing an invaluable clinical
experience is only the beginning of the expansion and further nurturing of the uses
of clinical case reports.

There is a bright future for such good reports in the world of EBM and beyond!
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Biological warfare: Bioterrorism
History is replete with accounts of pestilences that decimated human populations.
Massive outbreaks of plague, cholera, smallpox, influenza, etc. have played major
roles in human events. While these catastrophes were generally ascribed to 'evil


